
Book Cover Commission Info
Please note that the final quote may not directly reflect what you have 
seen here. The complexity of the design may affect the final outcome. 

eBook Cover
Starting price:  300 USD

Paperback Cover 
Starting price:  500 USD

Dust Jacket/ Hardcover 
Starting price:  700 USD  

The price depends on the complexity of the design. I can make vector-based illustrations, character art, and 
highly realistic illustrations. 
For a more specific quote please write an email to vivien.gintner@icloud.com

Designing a book cover is a very complicated task, many factors need to be considered. The first we see is the 
cover when we walk into a bookstore or browse online retailers. That’s why is so important to have a unique 
book cover that stands out from the rest of the covers. I think the outside is as much important as the inside. 
I can’t count how many times I bought a book just because of the cover, and I believe I’m not the only one. 

Process

1. Step

We will discuss your ideas, the genre, references you gathered. 

2. Step 

I will send 2-3 rough sketches based on our conversation and you can choose what you like the best. We can 
even combine different sketches into one, after that, we will discuss a price.

3. Step 

I will send the first half of the invoice through PayPal, and I start working on a much more detailed sketch. 

4. Step

After you are satisfied with the detailed sketch, I start rendering the cover, show some color mockups if need-
ed, and discuss the fonts and additional text for the cover. I regularly update you about the process. 

5. Step 

The cover is finished. If you are satisfied with it, I send the last part of the invoice through PayPal.



General terms 

  ◆ Commission request must be made via my email address: vivien.gintner@icloud.com
  ◆ I reserve myself the right to declined any commission request.

Payment 

  ◆ Payment is made via PayPal. 
  ◆ You will need to pay the first half of the payment before I start the commission and the last half             
     after I have finished it.

Refunds 

  ◆  I have the right to cancel and refund the money for your commission at any time. 
  ◆  If there are any unforeseen obstacles and I am unable to finish the artwork you will receive                 
      100% refund through Paypal.

Examples




